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Answers

1. 91,776

2. 33,212

3. 11,799

4. 12,445

5. 8,970

6. 37,929

7. 54,908

8. 17,982

9. 12,330

10. 30,452

Solve each problem.

1) A charity fundraiser charges 956 dollars per plate. If there are 96 guests at the fundraiser,
how much money did they earn?

2) A cruise ship compartment can hold 361 pieces of luggage. If a ship had 92 compartments,
how many pieces of luggage can it hold?

3) Amy was building a LEGO tower. She built it with 171 stories and with 69 blocks on each
story. How many LEGO blocks would she have used?

4) Frank was collecting cans for recycling. In 5 months he had collected 655 bags with 19
cans inside each bag. How many cans did he have total?

5) There are 690 hotels in a hotel chain. If each hotel has 13 rooms, how many rooms are
there total?

6) A golf course driving range goes through 807 golf balls a day. How many golf balls would
they go through in 47 days?

7) Each day the gumball machine in the mall sells 742 gum balls. How many gum balls
would they have sold after 74 days?

8) A school district ordered 222 new science text books. If each text book had 81 pages in it,
how many pages are there total in all the text books?

9) A pallet of toggle bolts weighs 411 kilograms. If a warehouse has 30 pallets, what is their
total weight?

10) The ice machine in the lobby of a hotel makes 331 pieces of ice a day. How much ice
would it have made if it ran for 92 days?
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Solve each problem.

12,330 33,212 11,799 8,970 17,982

54,908 12,445 30,452 91,776 37,929

1) A charity fundraiser charges 956 dollars per plate. If there are 96 guests at the fundraiser,
how much money did they earn?

2) A cruise ship compartment can hold 361 pieces of luggage. If a ship had 92 compartments,
how many pieces of luggage can it hold?

3) Amy was building a LEGO tower. She built it with 171 stories and with 69 blocks on each
story. How many LEGO blocks would she have used?

4) Frank was collecting cans for recycling. In 5 months he had collected 655 bags with 19
cans inside each bag. How many cans did he have total?

5) There are 690 hotels in a hotel chain. If each hotel has 13 rooms, how many rooms are
there total?

6) A golf course driving range goes through 807 golf balls a day. How many golf balls would
they go through in 47 days?

7) Each day the gumball machine in the mall sells 742 gum balls. How many gum balls
would they have sold after 74 days?

8) A school district ordered 222 new science text books. If each text book had 81 pages in it,
how many pages are there total in all the text books?

9) A pallet of toggle bolts weighs 411 kilograms. If a warehouse has 30 pallets, what is their
total weight?

10) The ice machine in the lobby of a hotel makes 331 pieces of ice a day. How much ice
would it have made if it ran for 92 days?
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